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Data-driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker GoQue, 2011

	Use FileMaker® technologies to create powerful mobile data apps for iPhone®, iPod® touch, and iPad™


	 


	Apple’s FileMaker technologies make it easy to create powerful, data-driven apps for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, and any mobile...
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Diagrammatic Reasoning in AIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book is really the end product of over a decade of work, on and off, on
	diagrammatic reasoning in artificial intelligence (AI). In developing this book, I
	drew inspiration from a variety of sources: two experimental studies, the development
	of two prototype systems, an extensive literature review and analysis in
	AI,...
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Samsung Galaxy Tabs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	A colorful, entertaining, and informative guide to the Samsung Galaxy family of tablets


	Samsung's bestselling Galaxy Tabs may come in multiple sizes, but they all share the wildly popular Android operating system and are packed with tons of top-notch tablet features. This full-color book shows you how...
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Logic Pro X For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Crank your sound up to X with Apple's premier recording software and Logic Pro X For Dummies!


	Apple's Logic Pro X levels the playing field, making high-quality studio recordings accessible for any musician. It's a professional-level tool with a user-friendly interface and loads of new features to keep you...
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Programming iOS 6O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Get a solid grounding in all the fundamentals of Cocoa Touch, and avoid problems during iPhone and iPad app development. With this revised and expanded edition, you’ll dig into Cocoa and learn how to work effectively with Objective-C and Xcode. This book covers iOS 6 in a rigorous, orderly fashion—ideal whether...
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Learning ObjectiveC by Developing iPhone GamesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage Xcode and ObjectiveC to develop iPhone games


	About This Book

	
		Get started with the Xcode development environment
	
		Dive deep into programming with Objective-C
	
		A practical and engaging tutorial to create vintage games such as Space Invaders and Galaga


...
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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3DCRC Press, 2021

	
		This second edition of C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3D expounds upon the first with more details and techniques. With a fresh array of chapters, updated C# code and examples, Jeff W. Murray’s book will help the reader understand structured game development in Unity unlike ever before.

	
		New to this...
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Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for DevelopersApress, 2003
This book is all about getting developers to realize good, solid interface  design for their products by considering a reasonable set of design axioms.  Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for Developers shows how you can  create design through code by using technologies such as SVG, XHTML, XML, XSLT,  and XSL-FO. It explores how, by...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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Professional haXe and NekoWrox Press, 2008
Professional haXe and Neko
   haXe is an exciting new programming language, as well as a compiler and a framework, that can be used to build web applications and write code aimed at multiple platforms on an array of operating systems. Neko is a fast, flexible, and reliable cross-platform virtual machine that allows for the...
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Programming Amazon Web Services: S3, EC2, SQS, FPS, and SimpleDBO'Reilly, 2008
Building on the success of its storefront and fulfillment services, Amazon now allows businesses to "rent" computing power, data storage and bandwidth on its vast network platform. This book demonstrates how developers working with small- to mid-sized companies can take advantage of Amazon Web Services (AWS) such as the Simple Storage...
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